CHARTING

STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT’S
OS MIGRATION JOURNEY

Many state and local organizations are streamlining their enterprise operating
systems (OS), and GBC’s September 2017 survey1 reveals ongoing progress
associated with OS migration.

Here’s what they want in their devices:

Improved
responsiveness/speed

Better user experience

Device security

Many organizations look to up-to-date software to better enable their IT environment.
With this in mind, more than one third of organizations have migrated to Windows 10.

However, migration barriers still exist:

Budget contraints

Interfacing
legacy applications

Insufficient IT personnel

What can state & local organizations do to achieve OS migration success?

Respondents have a few ideas:

Implement effective
change management

Recruit and retain
IT personnel

Ensure the appropriate
hardware is in place

Want to learn more? Read the full survey report.
About GBC

As Government Executive Group’s
research division, Government Business
Council (GBC) is dedicated to advancing
the business of government through
analysis, insight, and analytical
independence. An extension of
Government Executive’s 40 years of
exemplary editorial standards and
commitment to the highest ethical values,
GBC studies influential decision makers
from across government to produce
intelligence-based research and analysis.

About Lenovo

Lenovo™ offers a wide portfolio of solutions and
services to optimize your agency’s IT
environment.
LENOVO SERVICES
Lenovo’s Advanced Deployment Services,
proprietary Smart Image Technology, and unique
Cloud Recovery Services take the migraine out of
migration
THINKSTATION® WORKSTATIONS AND
THINKPAD® MOBILE WORKSTATIONS
Powered by the latest Intel® processors and
available with Autodesk, ESRI, and Bentley
integrated solutions
THINKPAD NOTEBOOKS AND TABLETS
Enables agency employees to work
collaboratively while on the go and capture
information easily while in the field
THINKCENTRE® TINY DESKTOPS AND
TINY-IN-ONE MONITORS
Ideal for busy customer service centers,
computer center, and libraries needing big
productivity in tight work spaces
Learn more at solutions.lenovo.com/government.

About Intel

In today’s data-dependent world,
government agencies must work smarter
and faster to keep up with citizens
expectations. Solutions built on Intel®
processors speed time to insight efficiently
and cost-effectively while enhancing
security and reliability. Modern IT solutions
give government IT teams additional
flexibility and scalability to support an
increasingly mobile workforce, respond
faster to citizen’s needs, and drive ongoing
innovation and success in the future.

Methodology

Government Business Council and
Lenovo released a survey on September
13, 2017 to a random sample of state and
local government leaders. Of the 262
qualified respondents who completed
the survey, 85% make final procurement
decisions in the decision-making
process, 30% are members of agency
leadership, and 82% are salaried
managers or executive managers.
1. “OS Modernization for Next-Gen
Government.”
http://www.govexec.com/insights/reports
/os-modernization-next-gen-government
/142794/?oref=insights-river

